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and not just for email: ebooks are also great for customer support. they can be easily summarized,
so you can tell your support agents the exact facts about a customer's issue right off the top. quickly

resolving a customer issue has never been easier, or more valuable. if youre not already familiar
with the basics of writing, i recommend getting a good book on the craft. the one ive always admired
is the elements of style by william strunk jr and e.b. white (later published as the elements of style).

another good resource is the art of the paperback by david stevenson. you should be able to find
both of these books in your local bookstore. (they may even be available on amazon.) the more time
you spend on research before you begin writing, the better. this will give you a better understanding
of the subject so you can write about it confidently. you can find lots of great resources at speakeasy
, which is the business week blog. think about authors you admire and learn from them. for a taste of
great reporting on the craft of writing, check out the business of writing by jim nason. an advantage
of any type of ebooks is that they are not bound into pages. it is a painless way to include images,
drawings, graphs, and other representations of data. think about why you need these to make your
ebook more informative or even creative. consider what the images and graphics could be showing
as compared to your text in context. once you get the feel for it, youll be able to incorporate images

much more efficiently and theyll really add to your ebook.
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in addition, an online sales funnel is the easiest way for a customer to access information related to
your products and services. this route allows you to jump into a higher value prospect's sales funnel
at a time of their choosing. once i've written this ebook, the next step is to embed the ebook within

my landing pages and funnel. this makes the ebook more meaningful to the visitor and acts as a
content link that leads to my ebook. this change in design drastically improves the page's conversion
rate, as i have more visibility with increased brand recognition. this helps me to take more leads, at

the same time delivering content i wouldn't have been able to otherwise. as you can see, ebooks can
be the solution to many problems in your business. your team may also be excited to learn what

they can do if they implement ebook marketing into their business. you never know when the right
conversation will come up! join me on tuesday the 29th to learn how you can convert your visitors
into leads and increase your conversions. you can earn $60 in free organic traffic with this offer. if
you’re interested, please make sure you’re in the course by 2pm et, and follow all the instructions
during the webinar. pdfs are perfectly designed for reading off of a screen as well as printing on
paper. they're easily convertible so that the exact information in your ebook stays the same no

matter where it's delivered. what's more, they're standards-based and can be viewed on any device,
from any operating system, in any browser -- just about any device, that is. 5ec8ef588b
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